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ABOUT US
BLVK is a premium e-liquid supplier and wholesaler based in 
Southern California. Established in 2016, BLVK confidently 
strives to bring clients and end-users with the top vaping 
experience with their flavorful product lines.

Combined with years of experience in the vaping industry, 
superb customer service and powerful marketing, BLVK is a 
majestic force of flavors to be reckoned with. 

All BLVK e-liquid products are proudly produced in the United 
States in a FDA-registered facility. All ingredients are sourced 
domestically in the US and bottled in child-resistant, Chubby 
Gorilla Bottles. Both General Conformity Certificates and MSDS 
reports for BLVK E-liquid can be provided upon request.





6000 PUFFS
5.0% NICOTINE STRENGTH

ADJUSTABLE AIR FLOW

american
tobacco

bruce
chee 

havana
tobacco

icy
tundra

blue
slushie

A full-bodied tobacco 
blend with sweet 

undertones mixed in 
for a classic American 

tobacco taste.

This flavor packs 
a punch with its 

delicious candied 
lychee flavor with a 
refreshing blast of 

cool menthol.

Each puff takes you 
to the streets of 

Cuba with the rich, 
and robust flavors of 

Havana cigar tobacco.

A smooth and 
refreshing spearmint 
flavor on the inhale 

followed by a 
mentholated icy kick 

on the exhale.

Time to give 
your taste buds 

a refreshing blast 
of ice mixed with 
these sweet blue 

raspberries.

BLVK ELLO PLUS

bubba
melon

A unique tasting 
blend of juicy 

watermelons and 
bubblegum flavored 

candy with hints of an 
icy kick.



cool
grapple

vanilla
swirlz

kiwi
bang

coco
melo

tropic
thunder

It'll be hard to resist 
this fusion of juicy, 
plump grapes with 
crisp apples, and an 

icy cool blast.

You'll enjoy a vape of 
this rich custard flavor 

mixed with creamy 
vanilla undertones for 
one delectable vape.

Orange candied 
goodness perfectly 
blended with your 

favorite sweet kiwis, 
and a refreshing 

cooling sensation.

Treat yourself with 
this coconut delight 
with subtle hints of 
vanilla, chilled to 

perfection.

Close your eyes and 
imagine vaping on a 
fruit blend consisting 

of your favorite 
tropical fruits with a 

cool blast of ice.

6000 PUFFS
5.0% NICOTINE STRENGTH

ADJUSTABLE AIR FLOW

BLVK ELLO PLUS

strawberry
swirlz

Indulge in the sweet, 
and savory flavors 

of frozen, ripe 
strawberries and 
creamy vanilla.



12K
PUFFS

5.0%
NICO TINE

( 2 x 6K )

. disposable pod system .

2 x PRE-FILLED PODS

1 x RECHARGEABLE DEVICE

1 x USB-C CHARGING CABLE

BLVK ELLO XLBLVK ELLO XL



12K PUFFS (2X6K)

5.0% NICOTINE STRENGTH

PRE-FILLED PODS

american
tobacco

havana
tobacco

blue
slushie

A full-bodied tobacco 
blend with sweet 

undertones mixed in 
for a classic American 

tobacco taste.

Each puff takes you 
to the streets of 

Cuba with the rich, 
and robust flavors of 

Havana cigar tobacco.

Time to give 
your taste buds 

a refreshing blast 
of ice mixed with 
these sweet blue 

raspberries.

bruce
chee 

icy
tundra

This flavor packs 
a punch with its 

delicious candied 
lychee flavor with a 
refreshing blast of 

cool menthol.

A smooth and 
refreshing spearmint 
flavor on the inhale 

followed by a 
mentholated icy kick 

on the exhale.

BLVK ELLO XL

bubba
melon

A unique tasting 
blend of juicy 

watermelons and 
bubblegum flavored 

candy with hints of an 
icy kick.



cool
grapple

coco
melo

It'll be hard to resist 
this fusion of juicy, 
plump grapes with 
crisp apples, and an 

icy cool blast.

Treat yourself with 
this coconut delight 
with subtle hints of 
vanilla, chilled to 

perfection.

vanilla
swirlz

kiwi
bang

tropic
thunder

You'll enjoy a vape of 
this rich custard flavor 

mixed with creamy 
vanilla undertones for 
one delectable vape.

Orange candied 
goodness perfectly 
blended with your 

favorite sweet kiwis, 
and a refreshing 

cooling sensation.

Close your eyes and 
imagine vaping on a 
fruit blend consisting 

of your favorite 
tropical fruits with a 

cool blast of ice.

12K PUFFS (2X6K)

5.0% NICOTINE STRENGTH

PRE-FILLED PODS

BLVK ELLO XL

strawberry
swirlz

Indulge in the sweet, 
and savory flavors 

of frozen, ripe 
strawberries and 
creamy vanilla.



FOR CALIFORNIA ONLY

CA ONLY

BLVK ZERO



BLVK SUBZERO



BLVK HUNDRED

100ML  |  Nicotine Level: 0, 3, 6mg

BLUE MINT

LEMON BERRY PIE

GLAZED BUNS

A unique tasting blue gummy 
flavor well balanced by a refreshing 
menthol kick.

You’ll find tart mixed berries and 
a tangy lemon zest inside this 
scrumptious, freshly baked pie.

Savor every bite of this delectable 
donut treat smothered in a sweet 

vanilla glaze.

70/30 VG/PG

70/30 VG/PG

70/30 VG/PG



BLVK HUNDRED

100ML  |  Nicotine Level: 0, 3, 6mg

MANGO ALOE

PEACH PEAR

MELON BERRY

A delicious pairing of tropical 
mangos and smooth aloe vera.

Nothing like some sweet ripe 
peaches paired perfectly with fresh 
pear slices.

Enjoy a juicy watermelon flavor on 
the inhale followed by fresh ripe 

strawberries on the exhale.

70/30 VG/PG

70/30 VG/PG

70/30 VG/PG



Available in 30ml Bottles
35MG & 50MG
Nicotine Strength

50/50 VG/PG

Enjoy this smooth aloe vera paired with a bundle 
of juicy plump grapes then iced to perfection.

A mouthwatering concoction of fresh ripe mangos 
with the refreshing notes of aloe vera and cool ice.

Get your tropical vibes in check with a puff of this 
icy pineapple and aloe blend.

A refreshing take on juicy watermelon slices with 
sweet aloe vera, and an icy cool sensation.

BLVK ALOE



Sweet chewy candy with an explosive 
strawberry center that brings euphoric 
feelings with every vape.

80/20 VG/PG

Juicy honeydew melon chunks are 
combined with a plethora of strawberries 
for a flavorful explosion that has never 
been experienced before.

80/20 VG/PG

Imagine taking a bite into a freshly picked 
Fuji Apple.  Its crisp initial taste is matched 
perfectly with a tart finish.

Sweet and juicy purple grapes mixed with 
the perfect amount of tart, to provide the 
ultimate grape sensation.

80/20 VG/PG

70/30 VG/PG

60ML  |  Nicotine Level: 0, 3, 6mg

STRAWBERRY CANDY

HONEYDEW STRAWBERRY

DOUBLE APPLE

PURPLE GRAPE

FRUIT SERIES



70/30 VG/PG

70/30 VG/PG

70/30 VG/PG

60ML  |  Nicotine Level: 0, 3, 6mg

The delicious fusion of rich 
chocolate and creamy milk to bring 
you an amazing milky experience.

The classic strawberries & cream 
flavor with the help of fresh, ripe 
strawberries, and a rich cream finish.

The perfect harmony of sweet 
vanilla overtones matched with 
creamy custard goodness.

CHOCOLATE MILK

ORIGINAL CUSTARD

CREAMY STRAWBERRY

DESSERT SERIES



A frozen apple a day will keep your worries 
away as the taste of crisp red and green 
apples collide with a menthol breeze to 
completely satisfy your senses.

70/30 VG/PG

This combination of vine-ripened 
strawberries and refreshing menthol will 
take you on a brisk stroll through
a strawberry field.

70/30 VG/PG

This blast of sweet lychee with a hit of 
cool menthol creates an explosion of 
fruity and chill flavor like you’ve never 
experienced before.

70/30 VG/PG

60ML  |  Nicotine Level: 0, 3, 6mg

A smooth and refreshing spearmint 
flavor blended with the perfect 
amount of ice.

70/30 VG/PG

DOUBLE APPLE MENTHOL

STRAWBERRY MENTHOL

LYCHEE MENTHOL

SPEARMINT MENTHOL

MENTHOL SERIES



60ML  |  Nicotine Level: 0, 3, 6mg

Experience a smooth tobacco flavor 
skillfully blended with the refined 
notes of caramel.

Inhale the rich and dark notes of 
a cuban cigar along with a slight 
hint of vanilla for one refined 
cuban cigar blend.

70/30 VG/PG

70/30 VG/PG

SWEET CARAMEL TOBACCO

CUBAN TOBACCO

TOBACCO SERIES



30ML  |  Nicotine Level: 35,50mg

Experience a smooth tobacco flavor 
skillfully blended with the refined 

notes of caramel.

Inhale the rich and dark notes of a cuban 
cigar along with a slight hint of vanilla for 
one refined cuban cigar blend.

60/40 VG/PG

60/40 VG/PG

SWEET CARAMEL TOBACCO

CUBAN TOBACCO

TOBACCO SERIES



Sweet chewy candy with an explosive 
strawberry center that brings euphoric 
feelings with every vape.

Juicy honeydew melon chunks are 
combined with a plethora of strawberries 

for a flavorful explosion that has never 
been experienced before.

STRAWBERRY CANDY

HONEYDEW STRAWBERRY

What is Nicotine Salts?

Why Choose Nicotine Salts?

Nicotine Salt is a liquid compound that has been 
adjusted from its freebase form to its salt form.

Nicotine Salt provides a smoother vaping 
experience by utilizing increased strengths of 
nicotine with little to no harshness at all.

Available in 30ml Bottles

35MG & 50MG
Nicotine Strength

60/40 VG/PG
*Nicotine Salt is NOT for Sub-Ohm Use.

*Only use this product for: Aspire 
Breeze, MyJet, iCare or products alike.

This blast of sweet lychee with a hit of 
cool menthol creates an explosion of 
fruity and chill flavor like you’ve never 
experienced before.

LYCHEE MENTHOL

SALT SERIES



An apple a day will keep your worries 
away as the taste of crisp red and green 
apples collide with a menthol breeze to 

completely satisfy your senses.

DOUBLE APPLE

An icy burst on the inhale followed by 
a smooth and refreshing spearmint 
experience on the exhale.  A must for 
menthol connoisseurs worldwide.

SPEARMINT MENTHOL

The perfect harmony of sweet vanilla 
overtones matched with creamy 
custard goodness.

ORIGINAL CUSTARD

A delectable slice of strawberry 
shortcake topped with sweet cream and 

graham cracker bits.

CREAMY STRAWBERRY

SALT SERIES



Available in 30ml Bottles
35MG & 50MG
Nicotine Strength

50/50 VG/PG

PINEAPPLE WHIP ICE

SOUR APPLE ICE

PURPLE GRAPE ICE

MELON ICE

NANA ICE

A tropical paradise full of pineapple flavors 
and a cool icy breeze.

A sour green apple blend balanced by a 
sweet, soothing icy sensation.

Plump purple grapes mixed with a cool
icy finish.

Refreshing, juicy watermelon slices that’s 
been iced to perfection.

Enjoy a sweet banana flavor ice cooled
to perfection.

SALT PLUS



Enjoy a smooth frozen banana hit 
mixed with the notes of juicy ripe 
strawberries.

The perfect balance of sweet 
strawberries and tart kiwi slices ice 

cooled to perfection.

Cool things off with this icy 
pairing of sweet strawberries, 

and juicy peaches.

Available in 30ml Bottles
35MG & 50MG
Nicotine Strength

50/50 VG/PG

BLVK PINK



A tropical escape filled with sweet 
tropical mangos and fresh, ripe bananas.

MANGO BANANA ICE

MANGO STRAWBERRY ICE

MANGO PASSION ICE

MANGO GRAPE APPLE ICE

Enjoy a sweet explosion of juicy 
mangos mixed with your favorite ripe 
strawberries.

Fresh mango slices blended with sweet 
plump grapes and crisp apples.

Taste this exotic blend of juicy mango 
chunks with a tangy passionfruit kick.

Available in 30ml Bottles
35MG & 50MG
Nicotine Strength

50/50 VG/PG

BLVK N' YELLOW



LEMON TANGERINE ICE

CITRUS STRAWBERRY ICE

KIWI POM BERRY ICE

PASSION GRAPE ICE

GRAPE APPLE ICE

Get hooked on this citrus overload made up 
of tangy lemons and zesty tangerine cooled 
to perfection.

Chill out with this delicious fruit blend of 
sweet ripe strawberries and a refreshing 
dose of cool citrus blast.

A frozen splash of strawberries finished with 
a tangy fusion of kiwi and pomegranate.

Indulge in this sweet and tart blend of 
passionfruits and grapes with an added iced 
menthol kick.

You won’t be able to resist this ice-cooled
blend of plump purple grapes and tart
green apples.

Available in 30ml Bottles
35MG & 50MG
Nicotine Strength

50/50 VG/PG

BLVK FUSION



APPAREL COLLECTION



ACCESSORIES COLLECTION



DUE TO HIGH AMOUNTS OF FAKES AND COPYCATS OUT THERE, 
WE WANT TO MAKE SURE YOU KNOW WHAT TO LOOK FOR WHEN 

BUYING BLVK PREMIUM E-LIQUIDS.

Always check our website for the most up-to-date list of flavors available. 
We always update our website with new releases. Any flavors that are 

NOT on our website are most likely fake e-liquids.

To ensure that you have an 
authentic bottle of BLVK, flip our 
bottle over and check for the 
Gorilla. All of our juices are always 
packaged in Chubby Gorilla 
bottles that have a child-resistant 
and tamper evident cap. You can 
also check the inside of the cap 
and look for Chubby Gorilla’s 
website www.ChubbyGorilla.com 
embossed stamp.

*Distributor labels that are not on our website are counterfeit/clones.

DON’T FALL FOR THE FRAUDS, MAKE SURE YOU
GET A GENUINE BOTTLE OF BLVK.

BLVK EU BLVK ASIA

Our BLVK, WYTE, FRZN, and TBCO bottles are only available in 60mL bottles, 
and 30mL for the SALT, SALT+, PINK,ALOE, YELLOW, & FUSION bottles.

All EU Bottles will be in 
60mL bottles.

For our BLVK Asia bottles, they will be packaged 
with an innovative magnetic authenticity 

verification sticker for both 60mL & 30mL bottles.



Notes

Contact Information:


